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We all use Maximo differently and what I will talk briefly about today aren’t show 

stoppers, or brilliant innovations, yet simple changes which assist our business. 

 We have made some simple yet effective changes to Maximo that assist us with:

 ensuring we are capturing the required data for the business

 making the information generated from the system more user friendly from WO 

descriptions to user Start Centres

 managing to avoid duplicate WO’s whilst enhancing our work request process 

 clearer reporting for each department across the business 
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Overview
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 We added 3 new status’ available to staff, RCS (Rough Cut Scheduled), WAITREP

(Waiting on Report) and WAITINV (Waiting on Invoice) 

 Due to changes to our internal structure we have, for the first time, recently 

appointed dedicated schedulers.

 As such the business wanted a status’ to indicate that works had been 

provisionally scheduled

 RCS allows us to assign WO’s to staff for a specific date and time yet this will not 

appear on their tablet list of Assigned Work.  WO’s are visible to our staff only 

once APPR.

 RCS is a synonym of WAPPR

 It allows the scheduler to identify these WO’s easily  

 As with many other businesses we are a dynamic and our staffing and rostering 

is changing all the time
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 WAITREP (Waiting on Report) was created to categorise WO’s completed yet 

typically waiting for a service report to be attached

 These WO’s are completed by 3rd party contractors and we need to ensure reports 

are received and attached to the Work Order

 In some cases it can take a few weeks to receive these

 Previously WO’s were left as COMP which made it difficult to differentiate between 

WO’s still awaiting some further action

 Now we can separate these WO’s very easily and ensure we are following up with 

contractors if reports are not received
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 WAITINV (Waiting on Invoice) was created to categorise WO’s completed yet waiting 

for costs to be added to the ‘Actuals – Services’

 Even though we do not use Maximo for PO’s we do use this module to add direct 

costs to WO’s

 Better recording of costs will lead to better asset maintenance data

 As with WO’s waiting on Reports, WO’s waiting on an Invoice were left as COMP 

which again made it difficult to differentiate between WO’s

 Now we can separate these WO’s very easily and ensure we are following up with 

contractors if Invoices are not received
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 Now if a WO has been moved in to the WAITINV status, and no costs have been 

associated to the WO, the user will not be able to change the WO status

 This will prompt the user to contact the MaximoAdmin team to associate the correct 

costs to the WO
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Start Centres

 We have done a lot of work with users to give them individual Start Centres 

catering to their needs/likes. Previously we had many users on the one Start 

Centre which is nowhere as effective as individual Start Centres (33 active SC’s) 
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Start Centres
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Start Centres
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Increased use of SR’s across the business

 We have extended the use of SR’s across the business and these are now 

extensively used

 Previously SR’s were only used by the Call Centre to log jobs called in by the 

public (predominantly debris / breakdowns) – PUBLIC

 Now we have 7 areas SR’s can be sent ensuring the relevant team/scheduler is 

aware and we avoid duplicate WO’s. This is also traceable, emails are not 

 MAXADMIN – Maximo data, incorrect GPS, missing assets ……… 

 CIVIL – Damaged signs, graffiti, fence repairs……… 

 LANDSCAPE – Pruning required, clearing paths ………

 M&E – Broken lights, smashed pits ………

 BOCS – Toll point issues………

 ENGINEERING – Pavement repairs, cracking, pooling water ………

 BUILDING ISSUES – Toilets, lights, heating, doors………
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Recent changes to JP’s & PM’s 

 In a recent review of WO’s it was determined that reporting could be 

streamlined/improved if we used the Owner Group more efficiently 

 In a similar fashion to SR’s we did a full review of the Owner Group options which 

at the time was being used ~75% of the time (PM WO generation)

 We had 7 active groups and we extended that to 12, we added; BOCSCONT, 

CONTRACT, ELECTCON, FACILITY & STORES

 To ensure the use of this field it is now mandatory to add the Owner Group to all 

new or existing WO’s and when creating a JP.
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Recent changes to JP’s & PM’s 

 Prior to changes to our PM’s we had issues where WO’s were being created but 

the only way to tell the difference was by looking at the JP and the WO 

descriptions were the same

 The title from the PM would remain the same each time the WO generated e.g. 

Tolling Maintenance. This created issues if staff weren’t paying close attention. 

Also the Supervisor and Lead were always the same and this was not always 

appropriate.

 In approximately 20% of our PM’s we use the Job Plan Sequence tab to ensure 

the right works are being carried out

 We have made changes now to our PM’s where the details in the JP take 

precedence over the PM, this was not the case previously

 Now I can be very specific on the WO Title, Supervisor, Lead & Owner Group and 

these can be different across all JP’s 
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Recent changes to JP’s & PM’s 

 So now when the fields in the PM are blank the JP data populates the WO
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Recent changes to JP’s & PM’s 
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EL Specific

 A VERY recent addition to our on line mapping is the inclusion of a ‘Spills Layer’

 Staff are now easily able to see where a spill will go depending on their location
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